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Verified fit Pontiac Grand Prix Fast Shipping! Authorized dealer! Vehicle Fitment Verified fit
Pontiac Grand Prix The Buick grand nationals started using coil pack technology while many
other GM vehicles were using dual tower coil packs sometimes known as waste spark systems.
When Ford moved to the 4. Other common applications came from Mitsubishi and eventually
Chrysler systems. The DIS-2 has two channels, to fire two coil packs, while the DIS-4 is capable
of firing up to four coil packs or even four individual coils. Each control delivers full power
capacitive discharge sparks from idle through racing RPM. Below RPM there is a series of
multiple sparks that last for up to 20 Degree of crankshaft rotation to improve idle, starting and
throttle response. The adjustable features of the DIS ignitions have also been upgraded with
rotary dials. These provide easier, and more precise adjustments of the over-rev limiter and the
holeshot rev limit. Also, there is now a step retard that can be wired directly to a nitrous system
or switch for activation! For use on 6 or 8 cylinder engines with two, three or four coil packs. We
are an online based store that sells automotive parts and accessories of various manufacturers
at affordable prices and fast shipping. After the purchase you will receive a confirmation email
and when your product ships you will get an email notification and a tracking number. Although
we try to keep an updated catalog, some items could be on the back order and you would be
notified by email if that is the case. If you have a question about a certain product, order that
you placed, stock or fitment you can contact us and we will try to get an answer for you as soon
as possible. Our customer support is always ready to help you! Thousands of positive
feedbacks guaranty our quality. We provide manufacturer's warranty on all products that we
sell. In order to qualify for warranty you need to provide us with detailed pictures of the issue
and a description of what is happening. We then send this information to manufacturer for their
decision either to grant or reject the warranty. If warranty is granted we need the item to be sent
back with return instructions provided. Once delivered and inspected we then send out a
replacement. If you need a replacement before sending out a defective item ex: replacing a
shock absorber we will take a refundable deposit for an item and ship the replacement and
issue a refund once you send us back the defective item and manufacturer approves the
warranty. In case of our fault we provide a free replacement or a full refund with prepaid return
shipping. Item must be shipped back and in transit before we ship a replacement item to you.
Items must be returned within the stated time frame in the same condition as we sent them. Any
product you return must be in new, unused, resalable condition and in the original packaging.
Please ensure that the item you're returning is repackaged with all the hardware, ties, bushings,
additional items and documentation that were included when you received it. A buyer can
request a cancellation up to an hour after the transaction, as long as the seller has not shipped
the item. Orders that are canceled after they are processed and packaged for shipment will be
charged a rerouting fee. For packages that are refused at the time of delivery all return shipping
fees will be deducted from the return credit. We try our best to ship orders within 24 hours. All
shipping times do not include the day of the shipment, holidays, or weekends. You may even
pick up from a stocking warehouse if that warehouse permits us to do so. We do take
international orders and ship them from a separate warehouse which might take additional days
to ship. Some or all packages we ship may require a signature at the time of delivery. FedEx will
make 3 attempts to deliver your package. If on the 3rd attempt no one is available to sign for the
package, it will be returned to us. You will be responsible for all return shipping to us and any
charges to re-ship the package back to you Shipments to apo or fpo addresses will have to be
coordinated beforehand in order to calculate total shipping By purchasing this item you verify
that you have read and agree to all of out terms and conditions of sale. On Monday, General
Motors announced a massive recall spanning nine different vehicle models with ignition switch
problems. According to the Wall Street Journal , more than 8 million vehicles worldwide are
affected by the recall, including certain Pontiac Grand Prix. GM has said the recall affects about
6. GM has said it is aware of three fatalities , eight injuries, and seven crashes connected to the
defect. That recall placed the automaker under intense scrutiny and legal action after it was
learned that GM employees were aware of problems with the ignition switches for more than a
decade but failed to act. Thomas J. Henry is representing more than 1, GM recall victims across
the United States and has been investigating injuries and deaths linked to the recall since day
one. As more and more individuals have flocked to Thomas J. Henry for representation, the firm
has continued to push GM for a victim settlement fund. It looks like your browser or a browser
extension is blocking JavaScript. Faculty requires JavaScript to function, so you'll need to allow
JavaScript for at least this domain. Home Page Blog. July 1st, by thomasjhenry. Contact Us for
a Free Case Review. If you are human, leave this field blank. Do you really want to end
conversation? Yes end it Cancel. Live chat. This test will help you to pinpoint the problem to the
ignition control module ICM or the crankshaft position sensor as the source of your car's no
start condition. Because the clearest indication that the ignition control module and the

crankshaft position sensor are good is if there's spark coming from all of the spark plug wires.
So if you haven't checked, stop now and do a spark test on all of the spark plug wires. If you do
need to test just the ignition coil packs sitting on top of the ignition control module ICM , here's
the article for you:. Here is a little background information to help you diagnose this no spark
condition. In a nutshell, when the system is working properly, at crank-up and below RPM's the
ignition control module controls spark by activating the three ignition coils that sit on top of it
without help from the fuel injection computer. When does the ignition control module ICM
create this switching signal? After receiving 12 Volts, Ground, and the Triggering signals from
the crankshaft position sensor Assembly which is located behind the crankshaft pulley. The
crankshaft position sensor is two hall effect sensors in one. In other words, the assembly is two
crank sensors in one and in this article I'll also show you how to test it. As stated before, both
of these signals are critical for the ignition control module to start the car to start sparking the
ignition coils. Although an oscilloscope is the best way to check for the pulses from the
crankshaft position sensor 3X CKP and 18X CKP to the ignition control module, there's another
way that I've used successfully for a number of years. This is using an LED Light. If you have
access to an oscilloscope, I have included photos of what the waveforms should look like.
Whether you use the LED Light, or a multimeter, or an oscilloscope, you'll be able to
successfully diagnose this no-start condition! So, read on my friend. The ignition module test is
a very straightforward and simple test. This is what it's composed of:. P -What Does It Mean?
What's my mother going to do? This material may not be reproduced without the author's
consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle.
Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5. For a list of all of the 3. How The 3. More specifically:
When you turn the Key to start the engine, the ignition control module gets power 12 Volts and
Ground. Once the ICM gets power, it in turn supplies power to: The crank sensor. The cam
sensor if equipped. The 3 ignition coil packs sitting on top of it. As the engine cranks, the
ignition module receives the crank sensor signal. As soon as the ICM gets the crank sensor
signal, it starts activating the ignition coils sitting atop of it. The ignition control module does
this by switching the ignition coils' primary current On and Off in a base timing mode so that
they'll start sparking away. The PCM uses this signal to start activating the fuel injectors. All
Tutorials: 3. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Oldsmobile Vehicles:. Pontiac
Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. To see the
complete list of 3. This is a very easy and straightforward test that can be accomplished in 3
steps. That's right, in three steps. Before I jump into the specific tests, I recommend you read
this part of the article. In a nutshell, the ignition control module's job is to create a Switching
signal for the ignition coils that are sitting on top of it. It's this Switching signal that makes the
ignition coils create spark. OK, moving on along And well, not only does it need the crank
sensor signal, it needs 12 Volts and Ground. More specifically, it all starts when you turn the
ignition switch in other words: the key to crank and start the car or truck if you're driving an
Isuzu , and here's what happens:. Early 3. Here are some more specifics:. Since the 7X 3X crank
sensor is the one directly responsible for starting the car, this article will show you how to test
only this one. In the 3 tests that I'm gonna' teach you, we'll test for all of these signals except of
course the 24X CKP signal. If the cause of your vehicle's No Start condition lays in the ignition
system, you'll be able to correctly diagnose and pin point the source of the problem. It goes
without saying but I'm gonna' say it anyway that when the ignition module ICM goes bad, your
car, or minivan, or Isuzu SUV will not start, but not always. Every now and then, this type of
ignition module fails intermittently. What this means is that the vehicle will start and run most of
the time, but now and then it won't. If you're experiencing this, you'll have to test the ignition
module when the vehicle is not wanting to start. This is important, because as long as it starts,
the problem does not exist and can not be tested. So, then, the info that you're gonna' learn in
this article applies to testing a module that has fried completely and is keeping the vehicle from
starting. Here are some of the most common failure symptoms:. The most important tool to
have is a multimeter. It can be a digital or analog type. You do not need an automotive scan tool.
Here are the other recommended tools that will come in handy. Anything to do with working on
or around a car is dangerous. Since some of the tests in this article are done with the engine
cranking, it goes without saying that you have to be alert, extra careful and use common sense
to perform them. Whomever is gonna' help you crank the vehicle, while you observe the
multimeter, has to wait outside of the car or minivan or truck Isuzu owners until after you've
connected your connections and you're clear of the engine. After the test is done and you don't
need your helper to crank the engine anymore All this is to save you from any unfortunate
accident that may happen if said helper thinks he or she heard you say "crank it" or whatever

command phrase you use. All Tutorials: 3. I told him I want a second opinion. He said okay
you're ugly too.. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2
Page 3 Page 4 Page 5. There are two other articles that may help: If you need to test the 3. Basic
Theory: How The Ignition Control Module Works In a nutshell, the ignition control module's job
is to create a Switching signal for the ignition coils that are sitting on top of it. More specifically,
it all starts when you turn the ignition switch in other words: the key to crank and start the car
or truck if you're driving an Isuzu , and here's what happens: The ignition module receives 12
Volts. The engine starts to crank and the crankshaft position sensor starts to generate its 7X
CKP signal. The ignition module starts to turn On and Off the ignition coils in their proper firing
order to create spark, after the crank signal arrives. Under RPM's, the ignition control module
controls spark timing without the help of the fuel injection computer. Once the engine starts and
the RPM's are over RPM's, the fuel injection computer takes over and starts controlling Ignition
Timing albeit thru' the ignition module. Here are some more specifics: It's a magnetic reluctor
type sensor two wire type and produces an AC signal that can be measured with a multimeter in
AC Volts mode. On an oscilloscope, it produces an analog waveform. The CKP sensor is
located on the engine block the side that faces the transmission and goes thru' the engine block
itself. Late 3. One is located behind the crankshaft pulley on the front of the engine and the
other is the same one described above. In a two crankshaft position sensor engine, the one
that's located behind the crank pulley is known as the 24X crank sensor and the other is called
the same 3X or 7X crank sensor. Here are some of the most common failure symptoms: The car
or minivan or Isuzu SUV cranks but does not start. There is no spark coming out of any of the
ignition coils sitting on top of the ignition module. You may have taken
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your ignition control module ICM to Auto Zone to test it and the friendly boys in orange say it's
good, yet the vehicle will not start all major auto parts stores such as O'Reilly, Pepboys, etc.
What Tools Do I Need? Test light. You can use the test light instead of a multimeter to test for 12
Volts, only. Wire piercing probes. These tools are time savers and not only that, will help you to
keep from peeling too much from the wire to test whatever signal runs thru' it. If you've never
seen one of these tools, click here: Wire piercing tool example. A repair manual. This manual
will come in handy to fill some of the gaps that this article does not cover. A helper. I
recommend someone who isn't gonna' complain and nag about it. I mean, it's stressful enough
that the vehicle won't start and you have to fix it! Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Chevrolet
Vehicles:. Oldsmobile Vehicles:. Pontiac Vehicles:. Isuzu Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

